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U.S. Navy photo by Javier Chagoya
By PO2 Victoria Ochoa
Members of NPS' Advanced Robotic Systems Engineering Laboratory (ARSENL) display unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAV) during the latest Joint Interagency Field Experimentation (JIFX) exercise at Camp Roberts, Nov. 3. The NPS
team successfully tested a 10 versus 10 UAV swarm during the exercise.
"We are trying to foster the development of behaviors and capabilities for large-scale aerial swarms, specifically
fixed wing," said NPS Research Assistant Professor Duane Davis. "Before we started working on this project, there
really wasn't anybody doing things with distributed control of large aerial swarms."
ARSENL has had big plans from the very beginning. The UAV's that are used are basic fixed-wing models that have
been augmented with 3D printed items, hobby shop items, and HD cameras.
"Our goal from the start was big, which is why we came up with the number 50. For aerial standards that is a very
large swarm," said Davis. "That was our primary focus up until August of 2015, which is when we accomplished our
50-plane swarm mission."
After completing the goal of flying 50 autonomous UAV's, the team decided to increase the capability of the UAV's
and test the team in a different way.
"What we wanted to do was find a way to foster the development of these behaviors, and we found that we would
have to do it as a form of competition. Each team would swarm against another and play a form of capture the flag,"
said Davis.
The capture the flag game between opposing UAV teams is comprised of two swarms trying to capture the opposing
team's flag by landing within a certain distance of it. At the same time, the swarm is trying to defend its own flag by
doing air-to-air tag against adversary UAV's that are trying to capture their flag.
"ARSENL is working on two parallel efforts, one with the Georgia Tech Research Institute, and we will be holding a
GTRI vs. NPS swarm event in February," said Davis. "There is also a DARPA-funded effort that we are supporting
called the Service Academy Swarm Challenge, and each service academy will have a team competing in April."
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